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Appendices

Global (g):

“I might include a bit more information here.”
“I feel that this paragraph addresses several subjects. Could this be 
made into separate paragraphs?”

paper is about.”

“I’m not sure if  this word would be needed here.”
“When connecting two complete sentences with a coordinating 
conjunction, a comma must be used.” 

“This document seems like it isn’t appearing correctly on my 
computer. Is this a formatting issue?”
 “I’ll comment on things like organization, clarity, and APA 
style.”

Correctness (cor): error

“Since this is a proper noun, it should be capitalized.”
“The period should come after the parentheses in this in text 
citation.”
“This should be ‘their’ instead of  ‘there.’”

Organization (org):



“I think this sentence could be moved to the beginning of  the 
paragraph.”

“I like this introduction. It prepares the reader for the rest of  the 
paper.”

Content (cnt):

“Could a bit more explanation be given here?”
“I might also add a bit more about this subject, so readers 
understand what it is.”
“This is so true, isn’t it? :)”

Style:
• style-clarity:

“I feel like the word ‘issue’ doesn’t really accurately capture the 
meaning. What about ‘altercation?’”

• 

“In APA, page numbers are also required after direct quotations.”
• style-genre:

“Generally ‘you’ is not used in academic writing as it can be seen as 
informal.” 

 
MODE: 
Advice (ad):

“I might add a bit about this subject.”
“I would probably move this sentence to the start of  the 
paragraph.”
“I don’t think this would need to be capitalized.”

Questions:

• 

“Is this the right word here?”



“Could more detail be added to this section?”
• 

 “Is there anything else readers need to know about sociocultural 
theory?”
“I might change this wording a bit to make this more clear. How 
else could this be worded?”

Explanation (exp):

“Usually the year is also included in APA in text citations.”
“Contractions are not used in academic writing.”
“Usually a comma would be used after the third item in a list.”

Praise (prs):

“I like that this transition refers back to the content in the last 
paragraph.”
“This is a convincing statistic.”

“Put a comma here.”
“Add more detail.”

“Awkward.”
“This is a comma splice.”

“As a reader, I’m not following this point.”
“This paragraph seems a bit out of  place.”

Recast (rcst):

[From “these is an important point to consider”] “’this is’”
[From “I had know about this issue”] “I had known”
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